Call for Paper

1st International Congress of I3SAW
March 2 – 5. 2015, Oran (ALGERIA)

Sport in the Arab World in the 21st Century: Global perspectives and local challenges

Full Paper submission deadline: 15 November 2014

The I3SAW Board and the University of Sciences and Technology Mohamed Boudiaf (Oran) are pleased to announce the 1st International Congress of the International Society of Sport Sciences in the Arab World « I3SAW ». The general theme of the congress is “Sport in the Arab World in the 21st Century: Global perspectives and local challenges”. The I3SAW Congress will be held on 2-5 March 2015 at the Institute of Physical Education and Sports, Oran, ALGERIA.

Essential Information

✓ All submitted abstracts will go through at least two evaluation processes: (1) single-blind peer-to-peer reviewing (at least two reviewers), (2) single-blind technical check.
✓ All accepted abstracts will be published in the conference proceedings.
✓ Published abstracts will be included into Open Access Online congress Archive I3SAW.
✓ Authors of the best abstracts presented at the conference will be invited to extend their papers for their publication in an edited volume (to be confirmed).
✓ A jury of specialists will select finalists for the Young Research Award for the 1st I3SAW Congress

Participants

✓ Participate as an author- we ensure you to receive experts feedback and effective promotion of your study.
✓ Be our partner - help us to share information about our events to your colleagues

Other information

Official Language of the congress will be English, Arabic and French.
Abstracts submitted for approval should be in English. If necessary, an additional abstract in Arabic OR French can be added.

I3SAW
If you are interested in receiving more information about I3SAW please subscribe via the I3SAW web pages.